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A CRYSTALLINE MATERIAL, WHICH HAS
the properties of tobacco-mosaic virus,
has been isolated from the juice of
Turkish tobacco plants infected with
this virus. The crystalline material
contains 20 per cent. nitrogen and 1
per cent. ash, and a solution containing
1 milligram per cubic centimeter gives
a positive test with Millon’s, biuret,
xanthoproteic,
glyoxylic acid and
Folin’s tyrosine reagents. The Molisch
and Fehlings tests are negative, even
with concentrated solutions. The material is precipitated by 0.4 saturated
ammonium sulfate, by saturated magnesium sulfate, or by safranine, ethyl
alcohol, acetone, trichloracetic acid,
tannic acid, phosphotungstic acid and
lead acetate. The crystalline protein
is practically insoluble in water and
is soluble in dilute acid, alkali or salt
solutions. Solutions containing from
0.1 per cent. to 2 per cent. of the protein are opalescent. They are fairly
clear between PH 6 and 11 and between PH 1 and 4, and take on a dense
whitish appearance between PH 4 and
6.
The infectivity, chemical composition and optical rotation of the crystalline protein were unchanged after

IO successive crystallizations. In a
fractional crystallization experiment
the activity of the first small portion
of crystals to come out of solution was
the same as the activity of the mother
liquor. When solutions are made more
alkaline than about PH 11.8 the opalescence disappears and they become
clear. Such solutions are devoid of activity and it was shown by solubility
tests that the protein had been denatured. The material is also denatured
and its activity lost when solutions are
made more acid than about PH 1. It
is corn letely coagulated and the activity Fost on heating to 94OC. Preiiminary experiments, in which the
amorphous form of the protein was
partially digested with pepsin, or partially coagulated by heat, indicate that
the loss in activit is about proportional to the loss oYnative protein. The
molecular weight of the protein, as
determined by two preliminary experiments on osmotic pressure and
diffusion, is of the order of a few
millions. That the molecule is quite
large is also indicated by the fact that
the protein is held back by collodion
filters through which proteins such
as egg albumin readily pass. Collodion
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filters which fail to allow the protein
to pass also fail to allow the active
agent to pass. The material readily
passes a Berkefeld “W” filter.
The crystals are over 100 times
more active than the suspension made
by grinding up diseased Turkish tobacco leaves, and about 1,000 times
more active than the twice-frozen
juice from diseased plants. One cubic
centimeter of a 1 to l,OOO,OOO,OOO
dilution of the crystals has usually proved
infectious. The disease produced by
this, as well as more concentrated
solutions, has proved to be typical
tobacco mosaic. Activity measurements were made by comparing the
number of lesions produced on one
half of the leaves of plants of Early
Golden Cluster bean, Nicotiana glutinosa L., or N. langsdorfii Schrank
after inoculation with dilutions of a
solution of the crystals, with the number of lesions produced on the other
halves of the same leaves after inoculation with dilutions of a virus preparation used for comparison.
The sera of animals injected with
tobacco-mosaic virus give a precipitate
when mixed with a solution of the
crystals diluted as high as 1 part in
100,000. The sera of animals injected
with juice from healthy tobacco
plants give no precipitate when mixed
with a solution of the crystals. Injection of solutions of the crystals into
animals causes the production of a
precipitin that is active for solutions
of the crystals and juice of plants
containing tobacco-mosaic virus but
that is inactive for juice of normal
plants.
The material herein described is
quite different from the active crystalline material mentioned by Vinson
and Petre and by Barton-Wright and
McBain, which consisted, as Caldwell
has demonstrated, largely of inorganic
matter having no connection with the
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activity. These preparations were less
active than ordinary juice from diseased plants, and the activity they possessed diminished on further crystallizations.
The crystalline protein described in
this paper was prepared from the
juice of Turkish tobacco plants infected with tobacco-mosaic virus. The
juice was brought to 0.4 saturation
with ammonium sulfate and the precipitated globulin fraction thus obtained was removed by filtration. The
dark brown globulin portion was repeatedly fractionated with ammonium
sulfate and then most of the remaining
color was removed by precipitation
with a small amount of lead subacetate
at pH 8.7. An inactive protein fraction was removed from the light yellow colored filtrate by adjusting to
pH 4.5 and adding 2 per cent. by
weight of standard celite. The celite
was removed, suspended in water at
PH 8, and the suspension filtered. The
active protein was found in the colorless filtrate. This procedure was repeated twice in order to remove
completely the inactive protein. Crvstallization was accomplished by adding slowly, with stirring, a solution
containing I cubic centimeter of glacial acetic acid in 20 cubic centimeters
of 0.5 saturated ammonium sulfate to
a solution of the protein containing
sufficient ammonium sulfate to cause
a faint turbidity. Small needles about
0.03 millimeters long appeared immediately and crystallization was completed in an hour. Crystallization may
also be caused by the addition of a
little saturated ammonium or magnesium sulfate to a solution of the protein in 0.001 N acid. Several attempts
to obtain crystals by dialyzing solutions of the protein gave only amorphous material. To date a little more
than 10 grams of the active crystalline
protein have been obtained,
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Although
it is difficult, if not impossible, to obtain conclusive positive
proof of the purity of a protein, there
is strong evidence that the crystalline
protein herein described is either pure
or is a solid solution of proteins. As
yet no evidence for the existence of a

mixture of active and inactive material
in the crystals
has been obtained.
Tobacco-mosaic
virus is regarded
as
an autocatalytic
protein which, for the
present, may be assumed to require
the presence of living cells for multiplication.

Comment
Here we have the first demonstration
that an agent which has some of the
properties we associate with living organisms can be crystallized like a chemical. This work can be looked upon as
directly descending
from Beijerinck’s
original work on tobacco mosaic virus.
The procedures that Stanley used for
this crystallization are not novel. They
are procedures that had been used previously for the crystallization of a number of proteins. What is novel is that the
crystals obtained retain their infectivity
for tobacco plants, causing typical mosaic
disease at extremely high dilutions.
Many plant viruses give very high
yields of active virus when grown in
susceptible hosts. Because of these high
yields, it is possible to obtain plant juices
that are very rich in virus particles. This
has made it fairly easy to crystallize these
viruses and explains why the first suc-

cess was with tobacco mosaic. Again we
see the importance of choosing the right
experimental
system. Animal viruses
have proven to be much more difficult
to crystallize.
In later work, Stanley and others
showed that crystalline tobacco mosaic
virus contained more than protein. Some
ribose nucleic acid was also found, But
it is important to remember that only
these two substances, protein and nucleic acid, have been found in highly
purified tobacco mosaic virus. Many
other viruses also contain only these two
substances, although many animal viruses
are apparently more complex. All bacterial viruses so far studied have been
shown to consist of protein and desoxyribose nucleic acid.
Stanley’s work initiated a whole new
field of study which is now probing at
the very basis of life itself.

